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Welcome to the HD Sails Phantom Tuning Guide. Please ensure you take time using the
guide in setting up your boat. Make sure that all your control lines work well and have the
right amount of adjustment for their job. Once this is achieved it will make the boat much
faster through the varying conditions and help you achieve the best performance out of your
sails.
Please note that this tuning guide has been designed for Selden S2 + S3 Masts and HD Sail.

Spreader
Length
The Spreader length controls the
amount of sideways bend.
the length is determined from the side
of the mast t to the shroud.
Selden Mast 410mm long

Spreader
Deflection
Measure between spreaders from shroud
to shroud, the number should be 818mm

Rake & Heel
Position
Heel position - 3300mm from back of mast
to back of transom bar.
Once you've sorted the spreaders, put the
mast in the boat and set it up with 6720mm
rake and 400lbs on the shrouds. Mark this on
the forestay as setting 1.
This should give you 20mm of pre-bend with
the lowers slack. Pull the lowers on until
they are just in tension but not deflecting
the mast. Mark this position as setting 1.
Ease the forestay until you have 280lbs on
the shrouds. This should give you a rake of
around 6660mm. Mark this on the forestay as
setting 2.
The lowers will be slack at setting 1, pull
them on until they are just in tension but not
deflecting the mast. Mark this as setting 2

Going
Sailing
In very light airs - not enough to sit on side deck
upwind. Use setting 2 on forestay and setting 1 on
lowers. If you try to use setting 1 on forestay the
mast is too straight and stiff sideways - the sail will
be too full and the leech too closed.
Board should be fully down.
Pull outhual on until foot is touching side of boom.
Sit with weight centred around mainsheet bridle.
Cunnigham slack.
Kicker on enough to induce mast bend and flatten
entry. This will close the leech, so put the boom out
aove the back corner to stop the rig stalling.
Keep adjusting boom position to maintain a good
balance between speed and height - ease boom out in
lulls to keep speed and squeeze the boom in in gusts
to gain height.
Once there's enough wind to sit on the sidedeck
upwind you can pull the forestay to setting 1 and
lowers on setting 1. This will straighten the mast
reduce sideways deflection.
Board fully down
Ease outhaul to give 75mm of depth.
Sit with front leg touching bridle.
Cunningham slack
Similar kicker tension as very light airs - pull kicker
on to flatten entry. The sail will be fuller than very
light airs and have a harder leech. The boom needs to
kept out over the back corner to develop power and
speed.

Going
Sailing
Once the breeze is up to full hiking don't be tempted to keep
pulling the kicker harder to flatten the sail. The leech will
become too closed and stable, making the boat unresponsive
and needing the boom sheeting wider to keep speed.
Ease the forestay back to setting 2 and pull the lowers to
setting 2. This will open the middle and upper leech making
the boat foot faster and easier to steer.
Leave the outhaul with 75mm depth.
Kicker should be on hard to flatten entry.
Board raised about 50mm
Cunningham - enough to remove wrinkles.
As you become more overpowered pull the outhaul tight and
pull more cunningham. You should beable to stay on setting 2
on flat water a long way up the wind range. Use more
cunningham to open the upper leech and more kicker to
flatten the sail.As you get more overpowered the main will
need to be trimmed constantly to keep the heel angle
constant and the boat footing fast. If it becomes too difficult
to keep the boat stable and footing fast, ease the forestay to
open the leech until the boat becomes more controllable.
In waves ease the forestay earlier past setting 2 to create
more mast bend and open the leech. This will enable easier
steering through the waves and make the rig more responsive.
You need very little twist in light airs upwind. The leech
needs to be pretty straight. If you don’t induce bend though
leech tension the main is too full off the mast and the leech
too open – you end up with no power or height. The more you
load the leech the flatter the entry. You can open the leech
by moving the boom outboard for more power. You just need
to get your kicker / forestay calibrated so you know exactly
what leech tension you are using.

Going
Sailing
Only use setting 1 in just hiking breeze and flat water. It's the setting that gives the deepest sail
and tightest leech, so only works when there's enough wind to keep the leech open, but not too much
that you need to de-power.
If you are on your upright setting - 1 and start to get overpowered do not pull the kicker harder. The
mast is too well supported on it's upright setting, so as you pull on more kicker to flatten the sail
the leech will start to close too much. The boat will feel choked and you will have to ease the boom
out to keep it footing. If you are over powered you want the sail to be flatter without the leech
closing. Ease the forestay and the mast will have less support and bend more under the same load.
Without doing anything else the sail will look flatter and more open leeched. Pull some kicker on to
close the leech a little and the boom should be able to come inboard a little from your upright
setting. If it's flat water you shouldn't have to ease much beyond 280lbs until it's very windy. You
can start to load up the cunningham to open the upper leech and tighten the outhaul to open the
lower leech.
In sub hiking ease the forestay so that the leeward shroud is starting to go slack - about 280lbs /
setting 2( it varies with helm weight ). That allows the mast to bend more fore and aft and sideways,
which will flatten the sail and open the leech. That means you can use a bit more kicker to close the
leech without it hooking and flatten the sail off the luff - the benift is that you can then sail with
the boom further outboard ( to develop more power )without loosing height upwind. I would leave
the lowers on setting 1 to allow some low down bend to flatten the leech around the bottom batten.
If you ease too much forestay the mast will bend too much and you will either have to sail with the
leech too open or the sail too flat off the luff.

Going
Sailing
So, how to tell when you're set up incorrectly and what to do about it..............................
This may be over simplifying but it's probably easiest to sort out what control does what before deciding which one to adjust Forestay - controls rig tension and rake. Easing it lets the hounds move back changing the spreader deflection making the mast softer
fore and aft. It also reduces the shroud tension and therefore the amount of sideways support from the spreaders is reduced making the
mast softer sideways.
Lowers - resist the kicker load and hold the mast straight sideways and fore and aft in the bottom 1/4 of the mast.Easing flattens the
sail entry and opens the lower leech.
Outhaul - Controls depth and leech closure up to the bottom batten.
Kicker - controls leech tension.Get it calibrated. It gives a good reference for repeating leech tension rather than guessing!
Cunningham - controls luff tension and fullness around top batten.
Mainsheet - controls boom position.
The boom position can only be set as a response to the leech profile of the sail. What's relevant is the angle of the back of the sail at
about half height to the centreline of the boat. If you have a closed leech you need to put the boom further outboard.
So, assuming you've got the rig working you need to work hard at keeping the mast angle constant and anticipating gusts and lulls and
steering to them. A good guide is not to allow the head of the mast to get outside the shroud base. You're better off sitting in a bit and
keeping the boat flatter than allowing yourself to sag and then letting the boat heel to keep your arse dry!
If you need to sheet the boom closer to keep power and height then you have the rig too bent and the sail to open leeched - pull forestay
on.
If the boat is biting hard in gusts and the boom is outboard - ease forestay.
You need to get your boat calibrated so that you can hit your three primary settings without having to work them out every time Full power upright setting 1.
Under powered, Over powered - both start at setting 2
Outhaul - most people ease it to much. In light airs it shuts the lower leech if you ease it too early. Ease it a bit in medium stuff to get a
bit more power and height and pull it back on once you are fully hiked and powered up - leaving it eased just creates more drag if you
have enough power already. Have one mark on the back of the mast where the pulley is when it's on an average setting - it's good to use
as a reference at the leeward mark, so that you don't have to set it up again up after the rounding.
Board - fully down until you get over powered. It shouldn't need to be raised more than 50mm in any condition. If it does it's an
indication that you either have too much kicker on or are oversheeted.

Going
Sailing
Downwind Phantoms are very difficult to get downwind quickly in very light airs, use a windex, just to spot shifts and maintain
best angle.
It’s easy to let the sail stall and choke.Make sure the kicker is just slack so that the top batten has some movement,
but doesn't open too far in gusts. Ease forestay, so that the leeward shroud is slack and allows boom further
outboard. Steer up in lulls to keep top batten tell-tale flowing and dead downwind in gusts if there is enough wind
to open the leech at the top batten. You need to find a way to let the tack drift up when you’re sailing downwind so
that the entry straightens and you loose the distortion to the end of the top batten. If you tie the tack above the
lowers bracket it is too high when you go upwind. I used an inhaul to solve the problem, but it was a bit of an
expensive tool to fix a simple problem and just added to the jobs to sort at the leeward mark.
In a breeze you can sail either side of dead downwind to maintain flow depending on wave angle and positioning.
You need to sort out being able perch on the inboard edge of the side deck down the run in a breeze. It's common to
sail the run with the boom too eased and sitting too far inboard. That means you can't sail the boat aggresively
downwind and are vulnerable to gusts. If you set the boat up just as you normally do with the boom close to the
shrouds and sailing dead downwind there is very little heeling force coming from the rig, so you have to sit close to
the centreline. If you pull the boom in a bit the boat will heel to leeward unless you sit on the sidedeck to counteract
it. If you sail by the lee, the net force from the rig is still enough to keep you on the sidedeck if you have the boom
trimmed on a bit. Once you get used to balancing the load from the sail rather than just fully easing it, you can sail
more agressivley and go faster. Having the boom trimmed on a bit encourages reverse flow on the mainsail and in a
breeze that is quicker than easing it out and not having established flow accross the sail. There's a good article on
steering with balance and trim by some Canadian gentleman that I found helpful http://www.finnclass.org/The%20Finn/Finnatics/%2041_Downwind_speed_201.pdf
Reaching in light airs - keep weight over bridle position. Use body weight to steer, not the rudder.Don't ease the
outhaul. Take the mainsheet straight from the boom. Ease kicker so that the top batten has some movement. Put tiller
extension down on sidedeck behind you to stop over steering. Concentrate on being smooth and conserving speed. If
it's very light move forward and allow the boat to heel to leeward.
Reaching in marginal planing breeze. Pull rig to setting 1. Ease outhaul so that there is around 150mm of depth in the
foot. Ease kicker so that the mast straightens but not so much that the leech becomes to open and unresponsive. Mark
this position on the kicker so that it can be pre-set before you bear off. Keep the boat flat and only allow heel to
change direction.

